
 

ADDENDUM  NUMBER  ONE 

 

RFP UB-23-BB-04  

Fire Alarm, Fire Sprinkler & Fire Pump Systems Preventive Maintenance, Testing, and 

System Repair Services 

 

March 30, 2023 

 

The following amends the above referenced Solicitation. Receipt of this addendum is to be 

acknowledged by completing the "Acknowledgement of Receipt of Addenda Form” in Appendix 

A, and including it with the Proposal. 

 

ADD THE FOLLOWING to the Mandatory Minimum Qualifications: 

 

CONTRACTOR QUALIFICATIONS: 

 

1) Contractor shall be registered contractor under Maryland State Licensed Fire Sprinkler 

Contractor listing with the following licenses: 

 

                - Class IIIc – Install, repair, modify, layout, commercial fire sprinkler systems 

 

                - Class I – Inspect, test, maintain commercial fire sprinkler systems 

 

2) Fire sprinkler & Fire Alarm technicians shall be National Institute for Certification 

Engineering Technologies (NICET) certified per relevant trade discipline. 

 

3) Contractor Licenses and personnel certifications shall be made available to the 

University. 

 

 

THE FORM FOR PRICE PROPOSALS HAS BEEN MODIFIED on rows 114 through 137.  See 

the revised version on the UBalt “Current Solicitations” web page. 

 

 

The following questions were asked at the pre-proposal conference: 

 

1. Question: The University uses the third-party dialer, Silent Knight.  Does the University 

want to switch to a different “dialer” to send notifications? 

 



ANSWER: No, not necessarily. 

 

2. Question: Will compliance testing need to be done in coordination with the elevator 

maintenance contractor? 

 

ANSWER: Yes, compliance testing need to be done in coordination with the elevator 

maintenance contractor. 

 

3. Question: Does the University want the cost of annual monitoring to be included in the 

overall maintenance fees? 

 

ANSWER: The cost of monitoring should be itemized so we will be aware of the fee for that 

service, but should be included in the overall maintenance fees. 

 

4. Question: Will a separate purchase order be issued for repair work that is above and beyond 

the normal maintenance work? 

 

 ANSWER: Yes, a separate purchase order be issued for repair work that is above and beyond 

the normal maintenance work.  It is very important that proposals define precisely what is 

included in the maintenance fees so there is no misunderstanding of what should be charged 

separately as “repair work”.  Each Offeror must specify the fees for “repair work” on the Form 

for Price Proposals. 

 

5. Question: Will a lift or scaffolding be required for inspection of any part of the system. 

 

ANSWER: No, neither a lift nor scaffolding will be required for routine contract inspection of 

the system.  If unusual circumstances arise that require the use of a lift or scaffolding, 

arrangements will be made on a time and materials basis for the specific issue. 

 

 

6. Question: Will any special equipment be required for the testing and inspection? 

 

ANSWER: The only “special equipment” that we are aware will be required is an extra long 

hose for flow testing in the Business Center Building, as water could pond in the area bounded 

by the Business School Building, the Liberal Arts and Policy Building, and the sidewalk on N. 

Charles Street.  There is a high “curb” along the west side of the open space (the up-hill side).  

Water must be pumped out so that the water will flow towards Mt. Royal Avenue, and not pond 

between the buildings. 

 

 

7. Question: Does the Automatic Water Pump specified in Section 2., Item 10. (on page 22) 

need to be tested monthly? 

 

 



ANSWER: All work shall at minimal, adhere to NFPA 25 standard and local jurisdiction 

requirements for fire sprinkler & fire pump testing & maintenance  – See RFP Sec. 2.3.2. Our 

expectation for fire pump PM & testing is “churn test” monthly and “flow test” annually. 

 

 

8. Question: Would you like us to use to use the “Form for Price Proposals” and where on that 

from is the Yearly Price for Inspections (The Bulk of this RFP) The way we have interpreted 

it the initial 12 month fire alarm monitoring agreement 1-6 are just for monitoring 7 is for 

hourly rates, and 8 is just anticipated time required and there’s no where for a dollar amount 

for inspections years 1-6. 

 

ANSWER: Yes, you must use the Form for Price Proposals.  The price for inspection is to be 

included in the annual, fix fee for preventative maintenance, inspection, testing and monitoring 

per the specifications of this RFP and applicable State and Federal code requirements. 

 

You may itemize the cost of inspection in accompanying documentation, but the price evaluation 

will be based on the prices on the Form for Price Proposal. 

 

 

All other specifications, terms, conditions and dates remain unchanged. 

 

Blair Blankinship, Contract Specialist 

bblankinship@ubalt.edu 
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